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Dear Partner,
Customers’ expectations change constantly.
Meeting those expectations is a hard and dedicated work. Exceeding them is a challenge.
A challenge that can be met together.
Our guests wish reliability and faultless service.
Putting them at the heart of everything we do
means continually looking for innovative ways
of becoming a trustworthy business, lead and
trusted by customers.
The Sunny Heart Academy of Excellence is all
about guests and tailor made programs to help
you meet and exceed their demands.
Do you want to enhance guests’ travel experience, gain competitive advantage and even
reduce your costs? Then let us support you
with our Training & Consulting portfolio.
Together we will create holidays straight from
the heart! That’s what our names stand for.

Dennis Hochberger
Head of Customer Experience
Continental Europe & Consulting Services

Nadine Peter
Manager Training &
Consulting

38
39

Your Sunny Heart Academy
of Excellence Team

Nihal Çanak
Manager Online
Reputation Services

All sources used for this brochure are available via
our online pdf: https://www.docdro.id/9QTADhz
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OUR PROMISES

OUR PORTFOLIO
NEW!

OUR CUSTOMERS ARE AT THE HEART OF OUR BUSINESS
– AND SO ARE YOU. WE APPLY OUR PROMISES TO OUR
GUESTS AND BUSINESS PARTNERS ALIKE.

For keeping your
business ahead of
competitors and
ensuring continuous
improvement and an
up-to-date business
mindset for you and
your teams.

For strengthening your
guest contact and creating a faultless online
reputation.
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For effectively improving your most challenging business areas
(e.g. housekeeping,
food & beverage) and
ensuring fast results
and measurable
success.
PAGE
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SERVICE

OUR MISSION IS …

QUALITY
We believe in high
quality standards.

… IS OUR CORE BELIEF

YOUR
AMBITION
IS OUR
PASSION

We are dedicated to
delivering best-in-class
service to you.
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All training will be tailored to your needs and specific requirements. We engage with
all the right people within your teams to deliver a cost effective and sustainable solution.
There are no hidden fees: our service costs include trainer/consultant, flight, transfer,
certificates for the hotel and each participant and other relevant documentation.
All rates are on request. Please contact us via e-mail
trainings.consulting@thomascook.de or via our quality managers in your destination

RELIABILITY
… IS THE KEY TO OUR SUCCESS
You can rely on our help to win
your guests for a lifetime.
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WHY CHOOSE US
WE HELP YOU WIN GUESTS FOR A LIFETIME!

How many great
experiences does it take to
make up for one
negative experience?
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SOMETIMES WE DON’T HAVE THE
OPPORTUNITY TO DO TWELVE THINGS
BRILLIANTLY BEFORE THE CUSTOMER
CHOOSES TO LEAVE US.

WE CAN
HELP YOU
GET IT RIGHT
EVERY TIME
WE KNOW YOUR BUSINESS

customer
satisfaction

customer
loyalty

What percentage
of guests have higher
expectations for service than
they did a year ago?
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revenue growth
& profitability

60%

›W
 e understand your challenges
and can help you to ensure
continuous improvement.

GUEST EXPECTATIONS ARE
RISING SO SERVICE LEVELS
NEED TO RISE AS WELL.
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WHY CHOOSE US
WE HELP YOU WIN GUESTS FOR A LIFETIME!

WE HAVE EXPERTS WITH EXTENSIVE EXPERIENCE

› Our broad portfolio is possible due to excellent trainers, speakers & consultants.
They know the hotel business from the bottom-up and are passionate about sharing their experiences with you.

Longtime
experience
in hotel
business

Academic
background

Passionate &
innovative
ways of working

High quality
tools &
standards

External
perspective

Customer
Experience
Experts

Variety of
languages

Specialised
in certain
areas

WE HAVE DATA AND ACCESS TO CUSTOMER VOICE

› We can tell you exactly what customers think and where the opportunities are for
improvement actions.
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ABOUT

45k
PARTNERS

176

YEARS OF
EXPERIENCE
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WHY CHOOSE US
WE HELP YOU WIN GUESTS FOR A LIFETIME!
WE USE RELIABLE ANALYSIS – FROM INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL SOURCES

Through the combination of various analyses we identify the satisfaction, expectations and wants of
our common guests. These insights can be used to leverage potential to reach high quality,
competitive advantage, and that benefits our customers.

INTERNAL:

SATISFACTION ANALYSIS

› Each year Thomas Cook sends out 1.750.000 customer satisfaction questionnaires to
analyse how satisfied our guests were with their holidays.
› We receive feedback from over 600.000 guests each year which deliver us important
insights of their expectations, wants and needs.
NET PROMOTER SCORE

Measures and evaluates guest
loyalty based on the question: ”How
likely would you be to recommend
the hotel you stayed at to your
friends & family?“
COMPLAINT ANALYSIS

› Thomas Cook has 20 million customers worldwide – through the latest generation of
intelligent complaint systems we can collect complaint data from a huge number of
guests.
› Entire teams are analysing this data to identify important improvement areas and
continuously changing demands of customers.

EXTERNAL:
ONLINE REPUTATION ANALYSIS

Combines statistics on hotel performance on online review sites.
10
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FEEDBACK SEMINARS
“I attended the training session “Inspiration days” in May
2017, organized by Thomas
Cook in Rhodes, and found the
3-day course excellent. The
structure was interesting and
informative and the trainers
highly experienced. The
speakers had a very refreshing
& informative approach to the
subjects. I took away many tips
and lots of information.

FEEDBACK TRAINING

Great value for money, great
venue, excellent quality and
very enjoyable.I am looking
forward to do other courses
with Thomas Cook next year
and I wouldn‘t hesitate to
recommend them to others.“

“The training was very
professional and allowed the
guests to quickly feel results.
We got a complete analysis
of our improvement potential
which is quite helpful for the

Alexandros Letsios, Hotel Manager Lindos Village and participant
of the seminar ”New ways of
saving - invoke sustainability“

future. Thank you very much!”
(concerning the F&B training)
Toni Garau, Director Club
Hotel Cala Ratjada, Spain

Housekeeping Coaching Radisson Blu Beach, Crete

F&B World - news, trends & possibilities seminar, Rhodes

”I enjoyed the presentation
and it was really the first time
that I learned the amount
of water needed in order to
receive as a meal one small
tomato!! Very helpful at all
sectors. It was really nice to
see in practice all the ways
that exist in order to save
energy/ money from electri-

city and water.I really enjoyed
the narration of the presenter
which was very positive.”
Ioanna Lempidaki, Resort
Manager SENTIDO Mikri Poli
Atlantica and participant of
the seminar ”New ways of
saving - invoke sustainability“

New ways of saving - invoke sustainability seminar, Crete

“The trainer was great, the topic was very interesting, there
is a lot of actions that hotels
can do right away and even
check directly if their web
page is set up correctly and
up to standard. There is a lot
of updates on what is happening now, what is coming and
how you can be up to date

Stavros Mitsis, Owner Mitsis
Hotels, Greece
F&B Training, Beatriz Costa, Lanzarote

with that. You would be silly
not be at the forefront of this if
you have a hotel or any other
business - if you want to be
relevant in the business and
aim for a profit growth.”

“We are so grateful to this
training course because it
showed us some different
views about the food presentation and food variety.
We also were advised how to
solve several serious issues in
the restaurant.

David Lindberg, Regional Quality
Manager Thomas Cook and participant of the seminar “Online
Marketing - undiscovered
opportunities“
Online Marketing - undiscovered opportunities seminar, Rhodes
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“You made us work in a way,
we never worked before. We
came here to be taught, but
we became the teacher.”
(concerning the Ownership &
Motivation Coaching)

Now it’s easy for us to continue to improve the quality
because we know the main
direction.” (concerning the
F&B training)
Emil Kelbechev,
Manager
Hotel Alba, Bulgaria
Service Excellence Training Casa Cook Rhodes, Rhodes Island
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OUR QUALITY MANAGERS
We are where you are: you already
know our Quality Management
Team – your direct contact for all
quality matters and support in your
daily operations (e.g. regular visits

14

and updates, recommendations for
improvements etc.) for creating an
extraordinary experience for your
guests. So if you are interested in
any support concerning Training

OUR EXTERNAL EXPERTS
& Consulting services, our quality
managers would be pleased to answer your questions, give you price
information or tell you more about our
Sunny Heart Academy of Excellence.

Andreas Koch
Sustainability Consultant

Arne Ahrens
Sustainability Consultant

Torsten Merker
Sustainability Consultant

Christian Kunert
Health & Sports Consultant

Catrin Stoppa
Wellness Consultant

Alexander Fritsch
Online Reputation Expert

Holger Sigmund
Online Reputation Expert

Rainer Heilen
HR Coach

Lena Lodzinska
HR Coach

Martin Tobias
HR Coach

Hans-Harry Bittner
Customer Journey Expert

Martina Bittner
Customer Journey Expert

Guillermo Ribes
Business Coach

Karsten Palme
Business Coach

Robert Beck
F&B Coach

Helmut Schüller
F&B Coach

Jürgen Wernscheid
F&B Coach

Efsun Yüksel Tunç
Housekeeping Coach

Raimonda Grigaite-Kjeldsen
Service Excellence Coach

Panagiotis Kourentas
F&B & Housekeeping Coach
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THE ACADEMY CLUB
The Academy Club – the place for networking, sharing & exchanging - brings together
hoteliers and best hospitality professionals
for creating a strong expert community,
passionate about continuous improvement
and constantly aiming for the best-in-class
quality and service delivery.

Access to the
online training
and networking
platform

Seminars and
workshops in
your destination
or online

STAY UP TO DATE IN THE FAST CHANGING
BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT WITH:

› Interactive e-learning courses & train-thetrainer tools
› “Inspiration Days”: best industry experts
sharing their knowledge & experience in
seminar sessions (e.g. latest hospitality
news & trends)
› Speaker blogs by hospitality experts from
around the world
› News and examples from our exciting
industry

Newsletter

YOUR MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS

Broad
professional
network

Certification &
recognition

“Organizations that employ a proactive
approach relative to global trends are in a
better position to become more competitive
in the hospitality industry. The Academy
Club is here to help you keep up with trends
while keeping up with business”

Discount for
individual training
packages

Nadine Peter,
Manager Training & Consulting
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ONLINE REPUTATION SERVICES
LET US TAKE CARE OF YOUR ONLINE
GUEST REVIEWS
›P
 roviding individual and tailor-made answers to all
positive and negative reviews on relevant online
portals (English, German, Russian, Turkish, French,
Spanish and Italian – other languages upon request)
› S upport and proactive management of your profile
content on review sites (on behalf of hotel)
›D
 etailed analysis of your hotel’s online performance provided on regular basis
›R
 egular quality improvement suggestions based
on customer voice
› Included: regular visits from our quality managers*

DURATION: AT LEAST 12 MONTHS RECOMMENDED

Package rates include: answering reviews on relevant
online portals, content management, regular reports,
suggestions and visits
* upon availability

“Actively use positive and negative reviews as
a marketing tool and be transparent to your
customer. This creates a realistic picture of
your hotel and shows (potential) guests that
they are valuable!“

“MYRESPONSE” BUSINESS SOLUTION

QUICK ORM SUPPORT

Show your guests that you value traveler feedback
- maximum results in minimum time.

ORM training with the following content:

› Business solution for a professional handling of
your hotel reviews
› Quick and unique responses, ready to be uploaded
on the online travel portals, available in a wide
range of sentences in various languages (e.g.
English, German, French, Spanish, Italian, Russian,
Turkish)
› Automated creation of suitable responses depending on the review nature (negative or positive) and
specific mentions (e.g. housekeeping, staff, food,
etc.)
› Customized version based on your hotel needs
› Saving and retrieving option available in MyResponse archive
Available from March 2018

› Importance of reviews
› Explanation on calculation of rankings / recommendation rates on online portals
› Ways of collecting more reviews / motivate guests
› Writing responses: Do’s and Don’ts
› Status quo about online performance based on
Trust You Report
› ORM service for one month with close cooperation
of the hotel
Ideal for hotels which want to reply to reviews
on their own
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Nihal Çanak
Manager Online Reputation
Services
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SEMINARS IN DESTINATION
BECOME A PIONEER AND DISCOVER NEW OPPORTUNITIES
YOU HAVE THE CHOICE BETWEEN:

› On-site tailor-made seminars for your hotel or hotel
chain
› Open seminars (great opportunity for networking and
exchange with other hoteliers)

DURATION FOR OPEN AND
TAILOR-MADE SEMINARS:
Full or half day – in your destination, dates on
request. Please contact us or your quality
manager in your destination (other topics and
different languages are available on request).

CHOOSE YOUR FAVORITE TOPIC, E.G.

“The industry we are working in is
changing rapidly – stay up-to-date
with our highly relevant seminars
and use the opportunity to increase
your network.”
Dennis Hochberger,
Head of Customer Experience
Continental Europe & Consulting
Services

› Online marketing – undiscovered opportunities
› Mastering guest feedback – on-site and online
› Online Reputation – managing hotel reviews
› F&B world – news , trends & possibilities
› New ways of saving – invoke sustainability
› Staff motivation – together everyone achieves more
› Leadership principles - create unique customer
experience

MY RECOMMENDATION:
“Be part of an Online Reputation Seminar
– this is the easiest and cheapest opportunity to learn how to deal with your
online guest feedback and discover its
huge potential.”

Michael Weber, Quality Manager

DID YOU KNOW?
85% of users agree that a
thoughtful response to a
bad review will improve their
impression of the hotel.
© TripAdvisor
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MYSTERY CHECKS
MYSTERY CHECKS I

MYSTERY CHECKS III

› Unannounced Check (recommended for hotels
≤ 200 rooms)
› Checked areas: housekeeping, front office, maintenance, 3 F&B outlets, overall impression

› Unannounced Check (recommended for hotels
≥ 400 rooms)
› Checked areas: housekeeping, front office,
maintenance, 5-6 F&B outlets, overall impression
+ wellness or sports or entertainment area

MYSTERY CHECKS II

DURATION: MIN. 3 DAYS (OPTION I),
MIN. 4 DAYS (OPTION II/III)

› Unannounced Check (recommended for hotels ≤
400 rooms)
› Checked areas: housekeeping, front office, maintenance, 4-5 F&B outlets, overall impression + wellness
or sports or entertainment area

Package rates include: auditor fee, flight, transfer to
the hotel, documentation (see below). Singles, couples
or families as auditors available (standard: single auditor)

DID YOU KNOW?
Mystery shopping is a proven way
of gaining information. It can assess
the gap between promises made
through advertising or promotions
and the actual service delivery.

“Measuring quality is no easy task. A
hotel is a complex facility with many
services. Let our quality auditor help you
understand your performance in all segments and discover your most important
areas for improvement!“

› E valuation on a score based system (photo
documentation included)
›P
 ersonal debriefing of the results & access to
the web based quality platform with all results
›R
 ecommendations / action plan

Jürgen Heiss, Group Head
of Quality & Logistics
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FOOD & BEVERAGE
FOR CREATING AN UNFORGETTABLE
CULINARY EXPERIENCE
The content will always be tailored to your specific
needs. The following options are available:
“Food and service is an art - every
art requires knowledge, experience
and creativity. We focus on little
things that makes the difference and
make our customers happy.”

F&B CULINARY TRAINING

› Optimization of kitchen workflows
› Menu planning & recipes
› Buffet organization & presentation
› Review of food quality and procedures
› Food hygiene standards (HACCP)
› Set up of Standard Operating Procedures
(SOP) and manuals
› Communication with guests
F&B SERVICE TRAINING

› Service rules & standards, efficiency & effectiveness
› Personal hygiene, ethics and style
› Body language & service mentality
› Set up of rooms & tables, outlet organization
› Serving techniques (from a la carte to buffet style)

› Up-selling recommendations
› Handling guest expectations and complaints

Panagiotis Kourentas,

BAR & BEVERAGE TRAINING

Founder & Managing Director COSTEASY

› Basic beverage knowledge, handling and set up
› Product training (recipes, techniques, logistics,
decoration, etc.)
› Beverage menu (local specialties, cultural
differences, etc.)
› Guest communication / body language

DURATION: MIN. 3 DAYS
Package rates include: trainer fee, flight, transfer
to the hotel, documentation. The combination of all
these three training modules is possible,

› Mise en place set up
› Sommelier & Barista training

DID YOU KNOW?
For 80% of our guests
Food & Beverage is the
most important part of
their holiday.
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MY RECOMMENDATION:
“In my opinion Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) are crucial for each hotel. They
are an added value for the daily work of
your staff. Our experts would be pleased
to support you.”

Martijn Ottevanger, Quality Manager

OPTIMIZE YOUR FOOD & BEVERAGE PROCESSES
AND GAIN CONTROL OF YOUR COSTS
Manage all your costs easy with the cloud based F&B
Costing and Management Platform COSTEASY:

› Monitoring, measurement, control and updates on all
cost levels, including labor and operational costs

› Direct recipes and menu costing
› Managed quantities and reduced Food & Beverage
waste by approx. 4-8%
› Increased employee engagement and productivity
› Easy use from any device 24/7 from anywhere
› Saved time and reduced Food & Beverage costs
› Increased profitability
25

HOUSEKEEPING
MAKE YOUR GUESTS FEEL AT HOME

“If you take care of your body, your
soul will enjoy living inside of it. This
is also valid for a proper housekeeping attitude: if you keep the
homes of the guests in best shape,
they will feel good and relaxed
throughout their whole stay.”

The content will always be tailored to your specific
needs. The following options are available:
› Housekeeping performance control
› Basic quality standards
› Optimization of housekeeping workflows
› Housekeeping „Do’s and Don’ts“
› Use, care, maintenance and inspection of housekeeping
equipment
› Materials handling
› Guest safety and privacy
› Personnel management and planning (focus: head
housekeeper)
› Bed and guest supply presentation
› Hygiene and cleaning standards in health and spa
facilities
› Creation of cleaning guidelines and / or a housekeeping
manual
› Effective collaboration with other departments

Michael Esposito,
Housekeeping Coach

MY RECOMMENDATION:
“Let our experts support you in creating
your own quality management guidelines
– for working more efficiently and simply.
Your staff and your guests will appreciate it.”

Anna Sulej, Quality Manager
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DID YOU KNOW?
Effective housekeeping is your key
of minimizing costs and adding
essential value to customer holiday.

DURATION: MIN. 3 DAYS

Package rates include: trainer fee, flight,
transfer to the hotel, documentation

HYGIENE MANAGEMENT

FRONT OFFICE MANAGEMENT

ENSURE THAT YOUR GUESTS FEEL
COMFORTABLE
The content will always be tailored to your specific
needs. The following options are available:

› Introduction to hygiene management (e.g. food safety
and prevention of hazards, FMEA, HACCP)
› Basics and introduction of HACCP
› Hygiene in practice (e.g. cleaning & sanitation, personal hygiene, work wear, pest control)
› Production (e.g. critical control points, process, product descriptions)

DURATION: MIN. 2 DAYS

Package rates include: trainer fee, flight,
transfer to the hotel, documentation

“The systematic and preventive hygiene-standard
HACCP (Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Points)
brought Neil Armstrong safe to the moon and back
– we will boost your Food and Beverage safety and
quality to new dimensions”
Guillermo Ribes, Business Coach
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MY RECOMMENDATION:

“A holiday stands or falls with your Hygiene
Management. The compliance of your
standards of hygiene is customers‘ most
important need. So let’s work together to
improve your hygiene management skills.”
Paula Francisco, Quality Manager

BE YOURSELF – BE THE PERFECT HOST

The content will always be tailored to your
specific needs. The following options are available:

› Appearance & communication (e.g. clothing &
behavior, cross-cultural communication)
› Service quality (e.g. customer service, complaint
& crisis management, service recovery)
› Process and organization (e.g. documentation,
booking systems, workflows, effective collaboration
with other departments)

DURATION: MIN. 2 DAYS

Package rates include: trainer fee, flight,
transfer to the hotel, documentation

DID YOU KNOW?
Your front office is essential for
customer satisfaction. It is responsible
for your guest’s first and last direct
impression of your business.

“The front desk is your guest’s first contact point. Changing customer needs, managing stress and regular nonroutine transactions & complaint management – these are
just some of your team’s daily challenges. We support you
in providing your staff with the skills and competences
they need.”
Karsten Palme, Business Coach
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SERVICE EXCELLENCE TRAINING
“Customer at the heart is more
than a service concept. It is the
mentality, the way of living – the
key to your best performance and
personal satisfaction while delivering exceptional customer service.”

Raimonda Grigaite-Kjeldsen
Service Excellence Coach

CUSTOMER AT OUR HEART

The content will always be tailored to your specific needs.
BASIC MODULE 1: GUEST EXPECTATIONS
MANAGEMENT

BASIC MODULE 3: INTERACTION WITH DIFFERENT

› T he touristic product
› C ustomer decision making process
› C ustomer expectations & importance of WOW
›R
 eality check – customer perception vs. your
performance

› C ultural differences and unique behaviors
› S tereotypes
› C ultural competence
› E mpathy – connecting with your customers

BASIC MODULE 2: SERVICE BASIC COMMUNICATIONS

› E ffective communication & its benefits
› A ctive listening
› C onvincing body language
› T one of Voice

DURATION: MIN. 1 DAY

Package rates include: trainer fee, flight, transfer to the hotel, documentation.

GUESTS

BASIC MODULE 4: COMPLAINT HANDLING

›B
 enefits from feedback – focus on hidden
information
› S ervice recovery
› C omplainer types & ways of dealing with them
› A ngry guests and stressful situations

MY RECOMMENDATION:
“Customer at our Heart is not only about
smiling. It is all about the individual
development of your staff’s competencies. The guests will appreciate it – that’s
for sure.”

Laurie Puig, Quality Manager
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TEAM BUILDING & MOTIVATION
TOGETHER EVERYONE ACHIEVES MORE
The content will always be tailored to your specific
needs. The following options are available:
TEAM MOTIVATION

›W
 orkplace motivation and its impact on performance
› T eam motivation strategies & development
›M
 otivational techniques & dealing with low
motivation
SEASONAL WORKERS

› Integration of seasonal workers in an existing team
›C
 orporate culture & feedback behavior
› S easonal workers as added value for the hotel
› E mbrace different cultures within the workforce

DURATION: MIN. 2 DAYS

Package rates include: trainer fee, flight, transfer to the
hotel, documentation

“Motivation is a matter of perspectives, self-determination and responsibility. Managers should enable the
resources of their employees by creating a productive
and creative atmosphere. The empowerment of team
members leads to a high-class service.”
Karsten Palme, Business Coach
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DID YOU KNOW?
Motivation and great team work
lead to efficiency and great customer service - they are essential
for a successful hotel business.

LEADERSHIP SKILLS
YOUR STRATEGY FOR BEING SUCCESSFUL

The content will always be tailored to your
specific needs. The following options are
available:

› Leadership styles, roles and competencies
› Dealing with different people in different
situations
› Team collaboration and commitment
› Resolution of conflicts
› Different leading approaches
› Power and influence
› Effective performance

“Leadership is not only about giving a feeling of
challenge, adventure, motivation, fulfillment, energy
and meaning. Leadership has to create an environment, where all merge and survive. Otherwise your
people will try it elsewhere.”
Martin Tobias, HR Coach

MY RECOMMENDATION:
“The use of leadership and communi
cation skills enables you to bring out the
best performance from every member
of your team. This is the key to happy
guests, satisfied employees and cost
reductions at the same time.”

DURATION: MIN. 2 DAYS

Package rates include: trainer fee, flight,
transfer to the hotel, documentation

Aylin Dönmezer, Quality Manager
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MARKETING & WEBSITE

HEALTH & SPORTS
REACH YOUR GUESTS WITH YOUR
INDIVIDUAL STRATEGY

The content will always be tailored to your specific
needs. The following options are available:

HOLIDAYS FOR BODY, SOUL AND MIND

The content will always be tailored to your specific
needs. The following options are available:
HEALTH & SPORTS BASIC PACKAGE

› Website analysis, content management systems
and usability check
› Search engine optimization & marketing
› Mobile marketing & apps
› Social media marketing
› E-mail marketing & newsletter
› Audio visual marketing & explainer videos
› Emerging trends – e.g. the semantic web
& virtual reality
By the end of the consultancy an action plan
is developed

DURATION: AT LEAST 1,5 DAYS

Package rates include: consultant fee, flight, transfer
to the hotel, documentation

“Constantly evolving social media channels and emerging web-technologies are a challenge for hotels. I will
help you to navigate the web 2.0 and improve your visibility and performance in the internet”
Guillermo Ribes,
Business Coach
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DID YOU KNOW?
Hoteliers should spend a minimum of
4-6% of their total room revenue on
advertising/marketing efforts, of which
at least 75% should be spent on digital
marketing.

› Review of gyms (hardware)
› Review of training & courses (software)
› Planning of improvement measures
WELLNESS BASIC PACKAGE

› Review of pool, relaxation and spa treatment areas,
infrastructure, organization
› Review of staff qualifications, check of quality and
variety of treatments

“Sporting, fitness and healthy living are essential as they are a part of modern personality
development. Creating effective health &
sports opportunities for your guests in your
hotel demonstrates how much you care about
their lifestyle and welfare”
Christian Kunert,
Health & Sports Consultant

MY RECOMMENDATION:

“During their holidays your guests have
time to care for their body, soul and mind.
Keep in mind: creating an unforgettable
health & sports experience is so valuable – it will help to turn your guests into
repeaters.”

Nicky Konsolakis, Quality Manager

DURATION: MIN. 4 DAYS (2 DAYS AT
THE HOTEL)

Additional packages for marketing, events,
human resources & pre-openings are available.
A combination of different packages is also possible.
Package rates include: consultant fee, flight, transfer
to the hotel, documentation
35

SUSTAINABILITY
THINK GREEN FOR HAPPY GUESTS AND YOUR OWN BENEFIT
The content will always be tailored to your specific needs.
The following options are available:
“Sustainability pays off in many
ways: it systematically reduces your
operational energy and water costs
and it motivates and inspires your
employees. It is a great opportunity
to differentiate yourself from competitors.“
Andreas Koch,
Sustainability Consultant

BASIC WORKSHOP

ON-SITE ENERGY & WATER EFFICIENCY AUDIT

› Introduction to sustainability (e.g. advantages & case
studies)
› On the job training for all departments (e.g. integration
of sustainability in their day to day process)
› Action plan with all measures
› Presentation to the management

› Desk based analysis of energy & water efficiency
› Specification of measures (e.g. without investment,
with a fast payback time, higher investment)
› Prioritization & ranking of measures according to
investment level & effect of decrease

DURATION: MIN. 3,5 DAYS (2 DAYS AT THE HOTEL)
DESK BASED ENERGY & WATER EFFICIENCY ANALYSIS

› Energy and water saving potential determined from
relevant data provided by the hotel
› Comparison analysis of the hotel’s energy and water
consumption against best practice examples or similar
hotels

DURATION: APPROX. 7 DAYS FOR PREPARATION
(DESK RESEARCH)

All package rates include (except desk based analysis):
consultant fee, flight, transfer to the hotel, documentation

MY RECOMMENDATION:
“Sustainability is not only about thinking
green. It will also help you to save a lot of
money. A “win-win” for you, your guests
and the environment. Discover your saving
potentials with our Basic Workshop.”

Irfan Yumlu, Quality Manager
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DURATION: MIN. 5,5 DAYS (3 DAYS AT THE HOTEL)

SUSTAINABILITY CONSULTING WITH THE FOCUS
ON “TRAVELIFE”

Work out an action plan with the goal to fulfill the
Travelife criteria including the following topics:
› Organization, reporting and management
› Energy management
› Renewable energy
› Water management
› Waste water management
› Waste minimization and management

DURATION: MIN. 2 DAYS

DID YOU KNOW?
The average daily water
consumption during holiday
amounts to 350l per guest,
compared to only 150l which is on
average used while at home.
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LEISURE & ENTERTAINMENT
PROGRAMME CREATION

We provide and create programme delivery content
for all types of hotel and travel industry requirements, including varied customer demographics.
PROGRAMME DELIVERY

We provide fully trained and skilled teams to deliver
bespoke programmes required by the organisations.
Team sizes, languages and skill profiles will vary
dependant on the organisations requirements. From
full live productions to fitness and wellness programmes, we supply, deliver and manage the whole
operational delivery.
CONSULTANCY

We provide our expertise and keen eye to detail to
enable hotels to improve their current offering of
delivery. As consultants, we’ll suggest and create
ways to improve your current offering to improve
the customer experience.

SUNNY HEART AWARD
OUR CUSTOMERS’ HOLIDAY ENJOYMENT IS AT
THE HEART OF WHAT WE DO!
All Thomas Cook hotels are carefully selected to
make sure our guests have a great holiday.
We are committed to ensuring that all of our
hotels meet our guests’ expectations, are reliable
and deliver good quality. We truly value what our
customers say about our accommodation.
The Sunny Heart is awarded to the best hotels in
our programme to honor great service and fantastic customer experience. Winners and nominated
hotels are selected based on the genuine opinion
of guests coupled with the input from our experts
in the travel agencies.
Transparent – Honest – Promotional
When will you be on our Winner-List?

RECRUITMENT & TRAINING

For more information about our services and prices,
please get in touch:
Michael Stachini
Leisure & Entertainment Commercial Manager
E-Mail: Michael.Stachini1@thomascook.com
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From thousands of applicants every year, our
trained recruitment team are able to pick out the
most exceptionally talented and gifted candidates
from a worldwide pot of personnel.
Our creative and dynamic training then inspires our
teams to deliver industry leading standards of service and entertainment. Our teams are made up of
multi skilled, multi lingual and multinational employees, meaning we can cater for all client’s needs and
requirements.

Proud Winners - Sunny Heart Award 2016

Sunny Heart Ceremony, November 2016
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Thomas Cook GmbH
Training, Consulting & Online Reputation Services
Thomas-Cook-Platz 1 • 61440 Oberursel • Germany
E-Mail: trainings.consulting@thomascook.de
www.sunnyheartacademy.com
October 2017

